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About This Game

Crypto Quest is a game about achieving financial independence. Set in a world struggling with the consequences of war and
poverty, you will strive to build your own wealth while staying ahead of taxes and rampant inflation.

Features:

- Trade popular crypto currencies like bitcoin and ethereum.
- Invest in stocks, bonds, and real estate to build a passive income stream.

- Explore the rough streets of the city and interact with its strange inhabitants.
- Buy a crypto currency mining farm and mine for digital currencies.

- Work in a variety of jobs to earn money.

Don't forget to share your feedback, reviews, suggestions and feature requests.
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Repetetive and uninventive.. Girl Amazon Survival is, hands down, the best game I have ever played. I played this game for a
day straight, and didn't get bored with it. You do run out of ammo quickly, which is a con, but believe me when I say that the
lack of ammo in this game doesn't stop me from hackin and slashin those zombies. I really love the animations - you can
definitely tell the developers put a lot of effort into them. The sound effects sound real, and I felt like I was in the Amazon
Rainforest.

The last con I can think of would be that I had to turn my graphics quality down to the lowest setting. The game looks beautiful
on ULTRA, but unfortunately, my computer can't run those graphics.

G.A.S for life. I'm keeping this game close to me for forever and for always.. its a good game and keep it up creator. you just
need to fix zombie mode and medic class because it doesnt let me click them. an idea is if you can add skins :). \u1ee7ng
h\u1ed9 h\u00e0ng vi\u1ec7t th\u00f4i :D. literally the best game ever made. Soundtrack is great too. voice acting for the cat
was great, but the little girl could use some work. Drawings were simple, but it fit. 10/10.
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whack. There was a certain mission I just couldn't get past no matter what outfit I tried. Maybe I'm just
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
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In any case, it's a bit more involving than space battles, in the sense that you need to build turrets or send out waves of guys in
real time.

But somehow it's just not as satisfying. Maybe the ship porn of space battles really knocked it up to the 'playable' category..
Moderately brutal but extremely clever, Nimbus is a game about flying a glider through a bunch of physics puzzles. Definitely
takes some getting used to, and it's kind of short if you manage to blast through it, but the play was unique for an action game
and it all worked very well for me.
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Good idea, good elements, sloppy execution. I visited planets that started story scenes far beyond where I was in the main quest,
I would accidentally overcome puzzles by just walking to the goal, and an area on a wrecked station had patches of floor that I'd
fall through to instant death, or hallways where I would "fall" sideways through a wall and outside the map to die. Sometimes I
would dock with a station with text on screen saying I was landing on a planet, sometimes I'd scan an animal for the first time on
a new planet and told I already have it, but scanning a second animal would succeed. I wish I coudl recommend this game but it
needs too many repairs.. This game is fun and hilarious, and is very well executed. As your first question in reading this review
section is probably pertaining to whether this game is p2w, allow me put your mind at ease. You acquire cards and build a
collection as you play, but there are no in-game microtransactions. This adds to the feeling that you've earned the ability to build
effective decks (which doesn't take long at all). Journey of Greed is a great example of how digital board\/card games can be,
and for that alone I am willing to support the developers by paying the small price tag. The game's name is actually quite ironic
in this sense, as the people who made this one are clearly not in it for the money.

As far as gameplay goes, the game reminds me of Gremlins Inc. in the sheer ruthlessness of things you can do to advance
yourself at your opponents' expense, but Journey of Greed is not nearly as long and tedious as Gremlins. In fact, the short timer
for each turn is one of my favourite elements of the game, as players are presented with relatively little time to make decisions.
This means you have to think quickly and often make decisions based on speculation or probability, knowing that your
opponents can impact the order of the islands at a moment's notice and throw your plan into jeopardy.

A few suggestions that could improve an already great game in future updates:

1) Add cosmetic rewards for players to purchase using gold or diamonds. These could be different emotes, voice lines, or player
portraits. Having at least one male and one female portrait for each character class would be nice.

2) Incorporate friends' list and the ability to send friend requests to opponents after a match (and invite them via the friends list
to private matches).

3) There are some minor spelling\/grammatical mistakes that need tweaking.

9\/10. In fact, this does not seem to be the same as the old RTS. The game is boring, ugly and also on Unity. There is no plot, no
denouement, faceless enemy, faceless you.. Its alright, its interesting and does some really cool stuff, I'm not sure how the online
community is now but its a pretty solid topdown shooter. The music and the art are really good for an indie game. However,
writing needs a lot more work. It felt clumsy and choice of words were weird or didn't really suit within the story.

To me, it looked like the writer doesn't have much experience, or is very young. Having good beta viewers or editors for the text
would have been a good idea.

It looked good, but I just couldn't enjoy it, because writing and good characters are what I look for in my visual novels.. im not
that far in, but my god, this game is creepy and original, you just float, nothing else, just float, the sounds arent happy, they are
creepy, you dont move you can only avoid enemies by phasing, its when you pass through, a voice talks to you saying you should
leave and you shouldnt be there its creepy but oddly fun. btw you start the game by looking at the moon, took me awhile to
figure it out
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